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Abstract  
In order to improve the properties of three phase voltage source PWM rectifiers, this paper proposes a new control 
strategy based on port-controlled Hamiltonian with   dissipation (PCHD) model and Interconnection and Damping 
Assignment Passivity Based Control（IDA-PBC ). Compared with other strategies, the rectifier has   more  dynamic 
and static performances by using the new strategy. Because of  utilizing IDA-PBC to design passivity based 
controller, the stable state performance and robustness against the load’s disturbance of PWM rectifiers are both 
improved. The results of simulation show feasibility of this new strategy. 
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1.Introduction 
 The PWM rectifier is widely used in regenerative energy systems and in adjustable speed drives. For 
it has many advanced features such as sinusoidal input current at unity power factor on the AC side, and 
high quality DC output voltage with a filter capacitor of small size on the DC side, and reversible power 
flow between both sides, many researchers are interested in the control strategies for the PWM rectifiers. 
Passivity control theory is introduced to PWM rectifiers because of it being essence nonlinear control 
theory. IDA-PBC (Interconnection and Damping Assignment Passivity Based Control, IDA-PBC )[1-2]is 
applied to PWM rectifiers[3-4].In [3][5-6], interconnection is utilized for PWM rectifiers, but damping  
assignment is not done, which lead to effect dynamic performances of  PWM rectifiers. For this reason, 
this paper proposes a new control strategy with damping  assignment based on IDA-PBC. The new  
control strategy well improves the performances of  PWM rectifiers. 
     This paper is organized as follows. In Section Ⅱ，the PCHD model is set up. Section  gives the Ⅲ
design method of  PWM rectifier controller based IDA-PBC . Section  states our conclusions.Ⅳ  
© 2011 Published by Elsevier B.V. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of ICAPIE Organization 
Committee. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.
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2.PCHD model for the three phase voltage source pwm rectifier 
2.1.Math Model in Synchronous Rotating dq Coordinate 
 The power circuit of three phase voltage source PWM rectifier is shown in Fig.1. 
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Figure 1. Power circuit of Three phase voltage source PWM rectifier
In order to set up Math model, it is assumed that the AC voltage is a balanced three phase supply, the 
filter reactor is linear, IGBT is ideal switch and lossless. uu,  uv  and uw are the phase voltages of three 
phase balanced voltage source and iu,  iv, and iw are phase current in Fig.1. Su, Sv, and Sw are the switching 
function of AC/DC converter. Sj （ｊ＝u、v、w）is defined as 
                        
1, closed
0, closed
j
j
j
S
S
S
⎧⎪= ⎨⎪⎩
                          (1) 
uDC is the DC output voltage, R and L mean resistance and inductance of filter reactor, respectively,  C 
is the DC side capacitance, RＬ is the DC side load, uru, urv and urw are the input voltages of rectifier, and 
iL is load current. 
From Fig.1, the math model of three phase voltage source PWM can be written as 
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                 (2) 
According to (2), Math model in synchronous rotating dq coordinate is given as follows 
1.5( )
d
q d d DC d
q
d q q DC q
DC
d d q q L
diL Li Ri S u u
dt
di
L Li Ri S u u
dt
duC S i S i i
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ω
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⎧ = − − +⎪
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⎪ = − − − +⎨
⎪
⎪ = + −⎪⎩
                    (3) 
where  ω  is angular frequency of AC voltage. 
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2.2.PCHD Model 
 Set 1 2 1 3 2, ,DC d qx Q Cu x Li x Liψ ψ= = = = = = ,storage function 
22 2
31 2( )
2 2 2
xx xH x
C L L
= + + ,  (3)is 
transformed as 
31 2 1
2 2 1
3
3 3 1
2
d q
L
d d
q q
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ω
ω
⎧ = + −⎪
⎪
⎪ = − + −⎨
⎪
⎪ = − − −⎪⎩
                  (4) 
By ( )H x , （4）can be expressed as  
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(5) 
Equation（5）is simplified as  
( Η∂= − ) +∂x J guxℜ                     (6) 
where
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u , ,T Τ= − =J J ℜ ℜ . 
Equation (6) is the PCHD model of Three phase voltage source PWM rectifier. 
3.Passivity based controller based PCHD model 
3.1.IDA-PBC Method 
The central idea of IDA-PBC is to assign to the closed-loop a desired energy function via the 
modification of the interconnection and dissipation matrices. The  desired   target 
dynamics is a Hamiltonian system of the form 
                 ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ∂= − ∂
dH
d d
xx J x R x
x
                    (7) 
where 
dJ  and dR  are the new interconnection matrix and dissipa-tion  matrix respectively, 
( ) ( ) ( )d aH H H= +x x x  is  the  total storage  function with a minimum when ∗=x x  . 
The problem how to get the control law is transformed into the search for the functions ( )dJ x  , ( )dR x  
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and a vector function 
( )
( ) a
H∂= ∂
xK x
x
 satisfying the PDE(Partial Derivative Equation, PDE) 
           ( ) ( )( ( ) ( ) dHΗ ∂∂− ) + = −∂ ∂d d
xJ gu J x R x
x x
ℜ          (8) 
and such that 
y (Structure preservation) 
                    
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 0
T
d a d
T
d a d
⎧ = + = −⎪⎨ = + = ≥⎪⎩
J x J x J x J x
R x R x R x R x
            (9) 
y  (Integrability) ( )K x is the gradient of a scalar function 
                                  ( ) ( )∂ ∂⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟∂ ∂⎝ ⎠
TK x K x
x x
                       (10) 
y  (Equilibrium assignment) when ∗=x x  
                                  ( )( ) ∗=
∂= − ∂
*
x x
H xK x
x
                   (11) 
y  (Lyapunov stability)The Jacobian of ( )K x  at ∗x  
                               
2
2
( ) ( )
∗ ∗= =
∂ ∂> −∂ ∂x x x x
HK x x
x x
             (12) 
      Substituting ( )dJ x  , ( )dR x  , ( )K x and ( )aH x  into   (8), the control can be obtained by solving the 
PDE. 
3.2.IDA-PBC Controller Design 
y Determining  of desired point  
   Under stable state operation of three phase voltage source PWM rectifier, power factor is 1, DC voltage 
DC DCRu u=  ( 3DCR mu U> , mU is amplitude of AC phase voltage). 1.5d mi I= . From above, desired point 
of three phase voltage source rectifier PWM can be written as 
                                   
*
1
*
2
*
3
1.5
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m
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⎪ =⎪⎩
                            (13) 
where  
mI is amplitude of AC phase current and is calculated by, 
2 281
2 3
m m DCR
m
L
U U u
I
R R RR
⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟= − −⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠
[3]. 
y IDA-PBC controller design 
Rewriting(8) as 
( ) ( ) 0ad d a d
H H∂ ∂− + − − =∂ ∂J R J R gux x             (14) 
where  
, ,d a d a d aH H H= + = + = +J J J R R R . 
Set andd d a= = +J J  R R R  , (14)is transformed as 
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         ( ) 0ad a
H H∂ ∂− − − =∂ ∂J R R gux x              (15) 
To take 1 2 3diag( , , )a a a aR R R=R  and then  
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Equations(16) can be expressed by   
1
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2
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    (17)        
From second and third equation of (17), dS and qS are obtained by 
         
2
2 2 3 2
1
3
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1
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By replacing  first equation of(17) in (18), first equation of(17) is 
2 2 2 1
1 1 2 2 3 3 1 1
32
2 2 3 3 2
1( ) ( ) ( )
0
a a a a
L
a a d
xR k R R k R R k k R
R C
xxR k k R u k
L L
+ + + + + + +
+ + + =
   (19) 
Set 2 3 0a aR R= = , equation(19) can be simplified as  
2 2 2 1
1 1 2 3 1 1 2
1( ) 0a a d
L
xR k Rk Rk k R u k
R C
+ + + + + =      (20)    
For simplifying  the design of controller, we can take [ ]1 2 3( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) Tk k k=K x x x x as a function 
only depend on 1x , that is to say [ ]1 1 1 2 1 3 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) Tx k x k x k x= =K x K . 
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With this assumption, the integrability condition(10) can be written as 
                               
1 2
2 1
31
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x x
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                          (21) 
From (21), we obtain  
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3 3
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where  
2A  and 3A  are constant. 
In order to ensure the total storage function ( )dH x  at 
∗=x x extreme value,  below equation is 
obtained from  0d
H
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 By 1.5 , 0d m qu U u= = and (13), 2k and 3k  can be got  by 
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m
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L
k
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and (23) is changed as 
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From (25), 1k  is calculated by   
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aH  determined  by 1 2 3, andk k k  ensures ( )dH x  minimum 
at ∗=x x ( prove is omitted). 
Based on (18)and (26), passivity based controller is obtained by 
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q
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    From above,  the control block diagram of three phase  voltage source PWM rectifier is shown in 
Fig.2. 
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3.3.Simulation  
Simulation model in smiulink is structured according to Fig.2 and simulation is carried out. Simulation 
parameters: source phase voltage 220V, f=50Hz, L=16mH,R=0.3Ω, C=2200μF, rating load RL=100Ω, 
modulation frequency 5kHz and 600VDCRu = . 
When RL=100Ω and Ra=50Ω, operation states of rectifier is shown in Fig.3. From Fig.3(a), 
uDC=uDCR=600V in stable state, power factor is equal to 1 based on iq=0 in Fig.3(b), AC current is well 
close to sinusoidal wave and THD=3.3% seen from Fig.3(c). Operation states of rectifier under load’s 
disturbance  is shown in Fig.4. In Fig.4,  A, B, C and D are load’s disturbance points, load’s disturbance 
can be expressed as :A (RL=100Ω→50Ω), B(RL=50Ω→100Ω), C (RL=100Ω→200Ω) and 
D(RL=200Ω→100Ω). Seen from Fig.4, change of   uDC is  very small, id and iq  fast go into stable state 
under load’s disturbance. 
 
Figure 2. Control block diagram of three phase Voltage source PWM rectifier 
Simulation results in Fig.3 and Fig.4 show that PWM rectifier with passivity controller designed by 
PCHD model and  IDA-PBC  has good static and dynamic performances compared with [3] and[5]. 
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 (c) AC voltage and current under stable state 
Figure 3.  Operating state of rectifier under RL=100Ω 
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(a) uDC  
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(b) id and iq  
Figure 4. Operating state of rectifier under load’s disturbance 
4.Conclutions 
    A passivity-based controller of three phase voltage source PWM rectifiers has been presented based on 
PCHD model and  IDA-PBC . By using this controller, the storage function of the system can be 
stabilized in the desired minimum, and the control objectives, such as unit power factor , constant DC 
output voltage and sinusoidal AC current, is also achieved . Compared  with other strategies, PWM 
rectifiers have more static and dynamic performances.  
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